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1 of 1 review helpful An involving absorbing anthology By Midwest Book Review Lost And Found And Other Stories 
by Rachel Yaffe is an entertaining and enlightening anthology of short stories written specifically for preteen readers 
and drawing from Jewish history and experience Each tale is centered upon character of a young woman struggling to 
hold on to Jewish identity in a turbulent and often terrible world From a youn Join master storyteller and veteran 
educator Rachel Yaffe in this collection of heartwarming stories that span the ages In the first tale Estherke the reader 
is transported back to the bitter days of Nazi Europe while the entangled friendship of Best Friends is set as a modern 
day adventure Amongst others youll meet curious little Esther from the title story Lost and Found and her surprise 
visitor in from the storm Bryna Waldmans original art enhances each episo About the Author About the Author Master 
storyteller Rachel Yaffe a veteran educator has been writing spellbinding stories for Jewish children over the past three 
decades Her work has been published in The Jewish Homemaker and Di Yidishe Heim Rachel Yaffe 
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anonymous o 1 year ago i expected the amount of couples who met online to be more than 5 but even more so the 12 
that found each other through dating sites welcome to historicalcrimedetective est 2013 where you will discover 
forgotten crimes and forgotten criminals lost to history you will not find high profile 
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